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Female student accosted
Campus intruder
attempts abduction
[JBy David Franzen
Staff Writer

A female student was accosted in the
breezeway between Smith and University
Halls by a white male on the evening of
January 18 according to Security Services
and the Tacoma Police Department.
The man approached the woman, grabbed
her neck and crotch, trying to kiss her, and
said, "I know you want this. Tell me it feels
good," said Tacoma Police Detective Ed
Laughrey.
According to Laughrey the attacker attempted to drag the victim to some bushes
near the breezeway.
The woman was able to fight off the
attacker, who left the campus to the North.
According to Laughrey the suspect is
"thought to have gotten into an early eighties Honda."
The attacker is described as "a white
male, 28-32 years of age, about six feet
four inches tall, of thin or medium build,
clean shaven with dirty blond hair and a
- ruddy complexion, and was last seen wearing a 'Members Only' type jacket over a
blue or turquoise shirt and blue jeans" in a
memorandum released by Security Services to the campus community on January
19.
According to Laughrey and Todd
Badham, director of Campus Security, a
man matching the suspect's description

was seen on campus from 3:30 to 6 p.m.
when the incident occurred.
"We believe he actually helped someone
carry several boxes into aresidence hail and
sometime shortly after helped the harpist
(for a wedding at Kilworth Chapel) carry
her harp in (to the Chapel)," said Badham.
Badham refused to specify which residence hall the man carried boxes into, or if
the victim was from University or Smith
Hails.
However, a resident of Smith Hall, who
wishes to remain anonymous, said that the
victim was a member of the Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority and lived in Smith Hall.
According to Badham the victim was not
the same person for whom the attacker
carried boxes.
Upon learning of the attack, Security Services contacted the Police department and
an officer was dispatched.
Badham said that Security Services gave
the police the attacker's escape car license
plate number and that the police department, "eliminated the owner of the car as a
suspect."
According to Laughrey the officer that
responded talked to the victim and seven
witnesses who believed they saw the man
in the two and a half hour period he is
believedtohavebeenon campus. Laughrey
said that the police have leads that need to
be followed up.
A follow up detective has been assigned
to the case, but, due to its active status, the
Police Department cannot comment on the
progress of the investigation.

ASUPS tired of "token" support
Student fees may
increase next year
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
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•Announcementse
aForum explores US-Japanese relations —The first Open Forum of the

Spring Semester will take on the controversial issue of "Japan Bashing." Leading the discussion will be Chris Ives,

David Satherwhite, and Mikiko Ludden
at Noon on Tuesday, February 4 in the
SUB Boardroom. Are the Japanese really
the reason for our problems?
*Øp'f Deadline —The deadline for
applying to the occupational therapy and
physical therapy programs is February 1,
1992.

ASUPS proposes to increase the student
government fees for next year by $20 to
more effectively finance campus activities.
According to a memo released by ASUPS,
"This increase is meant to cover increasing
costs, as well as a new, active campaign to
more fully support the ongoing projects of
clubs and organizations."
The government fee, which is paid by
every student attending the school, will be
raised from $120 to $140 a year, or $10 a
semester.
On Tuesday, February 4, ASUPS will
hold an informal Senate Meeting in the
Rendezvous at 6 p.m. to vote on the fee
increase. This meeting will be the only
Opportunity for opposing opinions to be
heard.
The Budget Task Force will officially
decide upon the 1992-1993 Budget in the
formal senate meeting on Thursday, February 6. Depending upon the informal senate
vote, the fee increase may or may not be in
the Budget.
ASUPS cites Model United Nations as an
example of the lack of funding available through the student government. Last semester, after the club had its
funding cut from the Politics
and Government Department, Model UN petitioned
ASUPS for money. The student government did not have
available funds and left the
club empty handed.
Last year, ASUPS paid

$12,000 or 3.5 percent of its budget to
campus clubs and organizations. This is 40
percent less than the $20,000 that the clubs
had asked for.
The StudentGovemment would also like
to provide more money for organizations
which have been getting inadequate financial support. The Black Student Union, for
example, receives only $322 for year-long
programming.
"ASUPS is giving only token support,"
reads the memo. "ASUPS wants groups to
do year-long programming but only gives
them a fraction of their request."
Ulteriorsolutions include: tightening budgets of successful programs, thus jeopardizing their further success or forcing the
clubs into more fundraisers, which already
accounts for a significant amount of club
budgets.
According to ASUPS, the $20 increase is
the logical choice.
The increased income will go into three
areas. First, it will be used to pad a contingency fund. Second, it will be used to
bolster the clubs and organizations on campus. And third, it will be used to support
UPS students at conferences, which have
traditionally cost students heavily.
The last increase in student government
feesoccurred in the 1989-1990 school year
to account for inflation.
For ASUPS explanations, see page 3.
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Please note that the name "Soviet
Union" will no longer appear as a dateline. OnDecember22nd, theSovietUnion
made wayfor the new Commonwealth of
Independent States. Eleven republics have
signed as co-founders. Trail World News
will use the abbreviation QIS when dealing with an issue that refers to the new
commonwealth as a whole. When the
issue has a more national character, the
name of the state will appear. The states
- all of them former Soviet republics are:
Russia, Bye lorussia, the Ukraine,
Moldavia, Armenia, Kazakhstan,
Azerbaijan, Turkmenia, Kirgizia,
Uzbeldstan and Tajikistan.
The former Soviet republic of Georgia,
that became independent earlier in 1991,
did not sign on. Nevertheless, since
Georgia's independence has been recognized, the State's name will appear as a
dateline as well.
—Maithias Dezes, World News editor

Two East German Guards
convicted of killing the last
victim of the Berlin wall
GERMANY - In a case that raised farreaching political and moral questions,
two former East German border guards
were convicted of having shot and killed
a fleeing refugee in February 1989. The
verdict set a legal precedent. It Establishes that officials from what was once
the Communist state of East Germany
could be punished for actions that were
not only legal under East Gennan law,
but which were compulsory for them to
carry out. The defendant accused of firing the fatal shots, 27-year old Ingo
Heinrich, told the court"at that time I was
following the laws and commands of the
German Democratic Republic." Judge
Theodor Seidel, said as he pronounced
the sentences that "not everything that is
legal is right." Heinrich was charged with
manslaughter and sentenced to three and
a half years in prison. He was ruled to
have fired the shot that killed 20-year old
Chris Gueffroy as he attempted to dash
the "death strip" that separated East and
West Berlin. The second guard, Andreas
Kuhnpast, 27, was given a two-year suspend sentence for attempted manslaughter. Gueffroy was the last of an estimated
200 East Germans who were killed as
they attempted to flee westward in the 28
years that the Berlin wall divided the city.
(The New York Times)
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Haitians fleeing again to U.S.
asylum
UNITED STATES - Hundreds of Haltians have begun fleeing their country over
the last seven days, the Coast Guard said.
More than 1 100—a record number—were
pulled from the sea on Monday. At least
12,600 Haitians have been taken into American custody since a coup on September 30
overthrew the Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide's
elected Government. The Bush Administration condemned the military rulers of
Haiti. The United States Ambassador was
even recalled to protest an attack by plainclothes policemen on a meeting of political
leaders. The meeting had been called by
Rene Theodore, who was expected to become Prime Minister as the first step toward restoration of civilian government.
When an armed gang burst in soon after the
meeting, Theodore's bodyguard was shot
and killed. (The New York Times/The Wall
Street Journal)

Yeltsin prompts anxiety and
rumor
RUSSIA - President Boris Yeltsin made
another abrupt retreat from public life, this
time stirring a sense of mystery and diplomatic risk on he eve of the Middle East
conference in Moscow of leading nations
whose economic aid he had been courting.
Mr. Yeltsin has cancelled all meetings for
two days and left Moscow to focus on
domestic problems and a common foreign
mission, according to the office of the Russian President. His unexpected departure to
an undisclosed location heightened the focus on Mr. Yeltsin's executive style and
resiliency as he prepared to depart later
this week for another trip to the United
States. He will be intent on reassuring the
world, at the United Nations and in a White
House visit, that Russia deserves moral and
economic support as it tries to lead the
republics the fallen Soviet Union in a new
Commonwealth oflndependentStates. (The
New York Times)
French rightists triumph in byelection
FRANCE - Thegoverning SocialistParty
of President François Mitterrand, battered
by a weak economy and mired in a leadership crisis, suffered a humiliating defeat in
parliamentary and municipal by-elections
on Sunday as support for the far-right National Front surged. The worst defeat for
the Socialists in a by-election came in the
depressed industrial area of the northern
town of Lille, where the party was pushed
into third place by the National Front and
the Incumbent party, the centrist Union of
French Democracy. The Socialists' share

Crimes or
January 18 through January 28, 1992
Jan. 18

3:06 p.m.

Jan. 18

5:47 p.m.

Jan. 18

6:07 p.m.

Jan. 19

3:15 pin.

A Student reported the theft of a stereo receiver from his
mom in a Residence Hall.
A student reported the theft of an answering machine from
her room in a Residence Hall.
A female reported she was grabbed by a male suspect as
she walked near Smith Hall. The incident is under investigation by the Tacoma Police Department. (For more
information see stories on page 1.)
A student reported the theft of some expensive wheel parts
from his vehicle. The vehicle was parked near Thompson
Hall.

Crimes on Campus is prepared for the Trail by Security Services as a service to the
campus. We do not alter the text and consequently are not responsible for its content.
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of the plunged to 13 %from3l.l %inthe
lastelection, in 1988. TheNationaiFront's
vote rose sharply, to 15.7 to 10.4 %. In a
municipal race in the eastern town of
Bischwiller, the National Front also gained
more votes than the Socialists. They were
fourth, with 9.9%. The result of the six
by-elections suggest that the popularity
of the Socialists has fallen to its lowest
point since Mr. Mitterrand took office a
decade ago. (The New York Times)

former Soviet army launched their own
political movement in an attempt to prevent the disintegration of the world's largest standing army. Meeting in the Kremlin, about 5000 elected delegates representing military units from all over the
C.I.S. adopted a resolution warning that
attempts to divide the army could have
"tragic consequences." They also voted
to establish an elected council to express
their concerns to leaders of the post-Soviet C.I.S. (The Washington Post)

Former Soviet officers start
political movement
C.I.S. - Dismayed by the collapse of
military superpower and angered by degrading living conditions, officials of the

Announcing the first ever Lir
?afriarcWs Club of U.P.S
*Meeting February 3 at 5:00pm in SUB 101
Do you...
i"enjoy the phallocentricity of language?
"want to erect monuments in Karlen Quad as a senior class gift?
i/do you get eager hearing about MX missiles snuggled firmly in their
silos?
V"get anxious about impotence?
Vis your favorite author Milton on the myth of Eve?

If you answered yes to any of the above questions, then consider
yourself an honorary L.ir Pafriarch!

*First 100 students through the door will receive afree complimentary video entitled "The Spires ofEurope" by Time-Life Books.
First meeting agenda item: j,Quien es más macho, Erik Estrada de
<<Chips>> o Vinny Bobarino de <<Welcome Back Kotter>>?

FLOWERS UNLIMITED
NEEDS 25 ENERGETIC
COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR
WEEKEND WORK

$250.00 AND UP
PER WEEKENI
- Clean cut
- Eager
- Aggressive
- Dedicated
APPLY IN PERSON
FRIDAY, JANUARY 31 AT 4 PM
AT TACOMA BOYS
5602 6th AVENUE
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ASUPS explains itself
The recent proposals to raise the student government fee have led to questions concerning
student government expenditures. In response, The Trail has given AS LIPS space to
detail its policies. Below is an open letter from President Herman Westreich; the other is
an art ide from Shane Spiese, ASUPS Director of Business Services.

rk

To the Student Body:
Last November ASUPS made a proposal to the Budget Task Force (the university's
committee which sets the school's budget) to raise ASB fees from $60 per semester to $70.
In addition, several members ofthe campus community have expressed concern regarding
the financial policies and procedures used by ASUPS in allocating funds. Because of the
proposed ASB fee increase and the fmancial concerns I have heard, I would like to explain,
generally, how and why ASUPS disburses its funds.
Each Spring the ASUPS Budget Committee, which is composed oftwo ASUPS Senators,
two students at-large, and the three ASUPS Executives, makes a recommendation to the
ASUPS Senate on how the approximately $480,000 budget should be spent. It is here that
changes in financial priorities for the next year are made. ASUPS is a student government,
it has an obligation to serve and support students. There are ten student programs which
bring lecturers, bands, comedians, events and movies to campus at reduced prices to
students. Student government supports the five different media and some thirty or so clubs
and organizations; all ofthese are entirely studentrun and student oriented. When allocating
funds to any of these student groups, because the money belongs to the Student Body,
ASUPS uses two basic criteria in deciding how much money is allocated to the group: how
many students are actively involved in the group or program and how the group impacts the
campus. It doesn't make sense to allocate huge sums of student money to a club with two
members who will bring nothing back to the campus. If a group of students wants to form
a club to do just about anything, so long as they are not political (e.g. Young Republicans
or Democrats) and are open toall students, ASUPS will likely fund them. Here's the trouble.
I said ASUPS has an obligation to serve and support students, but how far should Student
Body fees go? Doesn't the University have the same responsibility to serve the students?
Should Student Body fees pay for the Athletic Department,, or the academic departments?
zPe. WESTREICH n. 4
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Student Media
Clubs and
Organizations
ASUPS Services
Contingency Fund

rnivTsJ
Office Operations
Senate Expenses
Elections

KUPS
The Trail
Tamanawas
Crosscurrents
Photo Services

Student Programs
Campus Films
Pep Band
Lectures
Kaleidoscope
Showcase
Leadership Retreat
Dances
Special Events
Cultural Events
Sound & Lights
Popular Entertainment
Parent's Weekend
College Bowl
Tours & Travels

Conferences
Capital Expense
Club Reserve

Over 30 Clubs including...
Outdoor Programs
Roundtable
Model United Nations
Biology Club
Sailing Club
ASUPS Services
International ID Cards
The Cellar
Publicity Office

There have been several questions concerning the Student Government and how the
budget is formed. This graph, with the figures based on the ASUPS approved 1991-1992
budget, shows the allocation of student government fees. see SPIESE page 4

SUB SID)III #50

2719 N. Pearl
Tacoma, WA 98407
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SPIESE from page 3

WESTREICH from page 3
Does ASUPS have the funding to pay for
the football team or a professor's salary or
the Plant Department? I am overstating the
question somewhat, but only somewhat. At
present ASUPS funds some sports, academic classes and Orientation activities, all
of which involve students and impact the
campus. Where should we draw the line?
Where should the student government's
funding for student activities stop and the
University's begin? Both ASUPS and the
University are here for students; one has a
$120 per year fee and the other a $12,600 a
year fee.
ASUPS is neither arbitrary nor vindictive; often we have to react to unilateral
policy changes made by the University.
ASUPS gets stuck because it is easier for
students to appeal to other students and
friends on the ASUPS Senate than administrators in the Academic or Athletic department.
Another issue to consider is who is allocating Student Body funds. The University

and the Board of Trustees are ultimately
responsible for all University finances including ASB funds, but do students want
them deciding whatbands, speakers or films
to bring onto campus? I don't think the
University or Board of Trustees wants this
responsibility. The crucial part of this situation is how the student clubs, programs,
media and government allow a special kind
of learning and leadership this university
should be proud of. By forcing ASUPS to
fund certain groups that should not be the
responsibility of student government the
University is decreasing the amount of funding given to other student groups. By tying
our hands and forcing ASUPS into impossible positions, the University is taking the
spirit out of the Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
I hope the accompanying article by Shane
Spiese, the ASUPS Director of Business
Services, has answered concerns about the
proposed increase in ASB fees, because I
have not touched that issue here. I welcome
any responses, concerns or ideas regarding

1992 49

The majority of the student body is unaware of the extensive list of clubs, organizations, programs, and student media that
are funded by ASUPS. The largest allocation of funds is to student programs which
include: Lectures (withabudgetof $33,430),
Popular Entertainment ($20,000) and Spacial Events ($16,840).
Student Media also receives quite a bit of
funding—approximately 20% of the total
budget. These include the funding of KUPS
($27,888), Tamanawas ($33,320) and the
Trail ($ 12,695) [This wouldn't have been so
much f Kevin hadn't needed that operation—Ed.].
Internal ASUPS operations include sripends for the office executives, salary for
the Administrative Assistant, work-study
labor, equipment maintenance and purchase, tax and license expenses and auditing expenses because ASUPS is subject to
yearly audits along with all University Departments.
Clubs and Organizations receive approximately 9% of all student government fees
which go to support over 30 clubs and
organizations.
ASUPS Services include use of the copy
machine, the issuance of International student ID cards, use of the ASUPS van, and
rental of Microfridges.
ASUPS also pays for half of the Media
Advisor Bill Marchese's salary. The other
half is paid for by the Dean of Students
office.
Finally, AS UPS is required by the Financial Code to budget monies in reserve for
contingencies that are unforeseen and for

new clubs and organizations that desire
funding and meet the registration requirements. Money is also budgeted for conferences for students to request from the
ASUPS finance committee.
These amounts are reached by subtracting expected revenue from expected expense.
Budget allocations are in no way arbiIrary. Budgeting is a long and involved
process which includes initial budget requests by each organization, a budget hearing where a meeting with the budget committee allows for questioning of the group
and explanations of the group's requests,
initial budget proposals from the budget
committee which are sent to thegroups and
a chance to make appeals to the budget
committee if the proposal is inadequate.
The general criteria for funding groups is
spelled out clearly in the ASUPS Financial
Code. Beyond those, it is up to the budget
committee to determine how to allocate the
limited amount of funds.
Keep in mind that ASUPS loses ground
every year as student government fees remain constant while inflation continues
and new groups form. Because of this, the
budgetcommittee must in some cases,deny
funding, which is one of the reasons why
the ASUPS finance committee has proposed a Student Government fee increase
- designed to take effect beginning next
year - to the Budget Task Force.If you
have any questions concerning this article
or the ASUPS budget or the budgeting
process, stop by and see me in the ASUPS
office.
Shane Speise

the fmances of ASUPS from the campus
community. In addition, The ASUPS Senate will vote on whether or not to raise the
ASB fee on Tuesday, February 4 at 6:00pm
in the Rendezvous. The increase, however,
is contingent on the Budget Task Force
decision and the Board of Trustees.
Also, The Budget Task Force will present
its university budget proposal on Thursday,

February 6 at 6:00pm in the Murray Boardroom (in the SUB) which will consist of a
breakdown of where university funds will
go next year. The presentation also includes the bottom line: how much tuition
will go up.
Again, please contact me or your Senate
Liaison with any comments regarding
ASUPS and University fmances.
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It is time to order your..........

GRADUATION
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Pick up your order fori
in the Bookstore today!

ORDER DAYS
WILL BE:
Wed. Thur. & Fri.
lOam-3pm
February 5th, 6th, & 7th
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In the SUB.
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Special Discounts on Graduation
Rings on above days.
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S ix skinny King's Singers
By Eileen Ryan
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Staff Writer
It's not very often that a sound by-passes
my ears, ieaps down my spinal column, and
turns my sternum into Jell-o. Even less
rarely does this occurwhen I am surrounded
by nose whistlers on one side and perpetually vibrating high schoolers noisily mastieating tic-tacs on the other. All in all, this
does not bode well for the performance at
hand.
Eventually, however, six men who
vaguely resemble an odd mating between
the U.P.S. Security Staff and "Kids in the
Hall" took the stage andproceeded to disassemble my bone structure in a gentle and
subtle manner. And I liked it. I asked for
more.
I saw The King's Singers for the first time
in my life in the Pantages Theater last
Wednesday. Now, I've seen this group on
PBS and I own a few oftheir recordings but
that did not prepare me for the for the
overwhelming experience of hearing The
King's Singers live.
The sound The King's Singers create is
indisputablytheirbestattribute. Everychord
is effortless and fills up all space. Although
all six voices blend seamlessly, the tenor,
Bob Chilcott, is worthy of individual notice. Chilcott has the sort of voice that
tenors worth their hernias strive fcc: pure,
clear and in tune.
The other element that struck me about
The King's Singers' style is the subtlety
and grace with which they performed and
presented themselves. In other groups I
have seen, a big production is made when
fmding the pitch—there's a lot of pipe
blowing and humming. Not so for The
King's Singers. It took me three sets before
I figured out who had the pitch pipe.
The humor followed the same quiet vein.
In a madrigal (by John Weelkes of all
people) about the god Mars not being able
to get laid, there was a bit of satirical eye
rolling. Later The King's Singers facially
expressed general consternation over a
madrigal which hinted that not only was
"Phillip the Sparrow" not a bird but he was
not a "he" either. In fact, Philip was a

nymphomaniac dairymaid who "sang 'Li
(s)he died."
In addition to The King's Singers' usual
repertoire of renaissance madrigals and
pieces from Brahms and his crowd, the
Pantages audience was treated to Japanese
and Zulu songs along with some of The
King's Singers' original musical arrangements.
The Japanese folk songs went over well;
the singers made no pretence that they were
singing in a traditional Japanese manner.
The bestof the sets was"Autumn in Kyushu"
which contained one of the most beautiful
lullabies, "Takeda no Komoriuta," I've
heard.
The Zulu songs were composed for The
King's Singers by Lewis Nkosi who now
teaches at a university in Wyoming. Now,
this is where The King's Singers magic
steps out for a quick pee. While the harmoflies in this set were characteristically superb, the Singers felt the need to let loose
physically. Nothing spoils a Zulu barhall
song like six skinny, staid British guys
excitedly doing hip-swivel things and blowing police whistles. It bordered on the pathetic.
The final set consisted of original arrangements of instrumental pieces and classical renderings of contemporary songs.
For the instrumentals, the Singers did the
overture from "Marriage of Figaro" and
"Flight of the Bumblebee." Things at this
pointgotslapstickand, well—itwould mean
nothing to anyone iflreported thatthe tenor
occasionally said, "tiddely poo," in a musical fashion. He did, though.
The contemporary songs included "Seaside Romeo" by Queen, SOMEthing by
Phil Collins, and an incredibly heartbreaking version of "And So it Goes" by Billy
Joel. For an encore, The King's Singers did
an unidentifiable lullaby type thing that
sounded like a cross between Pink Floyd
and the Cambridge Choir.
When it was finally over, The King's
Singers thanked "the I.R.S. for making itall
necessary," and left with minimal fuss. And
so will I.

You are cordially invited to attend the

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

Count 'em—six: Bob Chilcott, David Hurley, Stephen Connolly, Bruce Russell, Alastair
Hume, Simon Carringion (We think.)

Writer I s Corner .
Dorothy Parker
Résumó
Razors pain you;
Rivers are damp;
Acids stain you;
And drugs cause cramp.
Guns aren't lawful;
Nooses give;
Gas smells awful;
You might as well live.

Dorothy Parker was the biting wit of her age. A seminal member of the celebrated
Algonquin Group ofthe 1930s, she had a wicked talent for wisecracks, social satire, and
pithy poems. Although her bitter irony earned her disapprobation in her time, she has
been continually popular since. The Portable Dorothy Parker, a hefty collection of her
prose, poetry, and book reviews, has been continuously in print since 1944, a record only
equaled by The Portable Shakespeare and The Portable Bible.

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY
INFORMATIONAL RUSH TEA
February 5, 1992
at seven o' clock
at the Rotunda
in the Student Union Building
The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an Intenalve ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
sidiled member of the legal team.
A representative will be on campus

Wednesday, April 22, 1992
9:00 am to 11:00 am
Library 225
For more Information
contact your career centerat:756...3250

APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE
AND REFRESHMENTS SERVED
Come and discover how you can
GETAN EDGE ON YOUR CAREER
Alpha Kappa Psi is the oldest and largest professional business fraternity and
we are currently seeking enthusiastic business, economics, accounting
and business leadership majors to become members.

S

-UPS
-i

Linivcr-Aty
ol &n DieD

Lawye,'s Assistant Program
Room 318, Serra Hall
San Diego, CA921 10
(61 9) 260-4579

Name
Current
Address
City
Current Phone 0
Permanent Phone U

State

Zip

S
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Conflict comes to campus
A guide to the
Honors Film Series
IBy Andy James
Contributing Editor
Perhaps more than any other medium,
film testifies to the fact that the essentials of
culture are expressed in gesture. I do not
mean gesticulations but the more encompassing category of mannerisms, details of
accent or body language, small visual or
behavioral contexts that seem to be able to
show a character's entire past or present in
the space of a frame.
This year's Honors Film Series is designed to highlight this inborn characteristic of cinema. Twelve films have been chosen and grouped under the general theme of
"Cultures in Conflict," and the resultant
series is designed not merely to be a sftidy
into the nature of culture and stratification
but an exploration of the power of cinema
as an artlorm.
There's just about everything here: a
Samurai western, raving literary types,
genuine warfare, the guerilla warfare of
drug cartels, the fury of the black radical
movement, the quiet revelation ofaCalcutta
businessman, Hollywood scope and European angst. Some of the films arerecentand
popular, some are old, nearly forgotten.
None of them are dull; there is the charge of
great filmmaking in all of them. And they
are all, incidentally, free.
This year the series is cosponsored by the
StudentDiversity
Committee. And
this year there
will be, as with
Inside Theater
productions, program notes which
detail historical
and critical contexts for viewing
theflurn. All films
are, as with Campus Films, shown
in Macintyre 003
Malcolm X
at 7:30 p.m.
Here, then, are
the films and some brief descriptions:
February 6
The Bicycle Thief
This is considered to be the masterwork
of Neorealism, a style of filmmaking that
sprung up in postwar Italy and had about a
decade of popularity before Fellini and
Antonioni took Italian cinema into modemism. Although the movement did not
endure, this film by Vittoria de Sica certainly has; most critics rank this among the
very greatest films yet made.
The plot is deceptively simple: a common
laborer who requires a bicycle for his job
has his world brought down around him
when the bicycle is stolen. For the rest of
the movie he searches desperately throughout Rome for his bicycle and former life.
Yet within this plot de Sica weaves moment
of great anger, tenderness, drama, and compassion. The film builds its layers gradually, hypnotically, until the viewer is completely wrapped up in the film's world.
February 13

Aguirre, searching for El Dorado in South
America. Klaus Kinski turns in a magnificent performance as Aguirre, but the major
player is Herzog's command of imagery,
which creates a work of vision and poetic
beauty.
February 20
The Mission
Hollywood specializes in the widescreen
historical epic, but they rarely do it as
powerfully or sensitively as this Roland
Joffe film. The cinematography and score,
both magnificent, help propel this story, but
there is also an enormous intelligence at
work in the script by Robert (A Man for all
Seasons) Bolt and the direction by Roland
Joffe.
Jeremy Irons and Robert Dc Niro star as,
respectively, a Jesuit missionary and slave
trader, both at work in the South American
jungle among the native Indian tribes. A
convergence of personal wills and historical forces end up uniting them in the deter mination to save these tribes. The detail and
sweep of history is marvelously rendered
without sentimentality or simplification.
February 27
Yojimbo
Japan's premier filmmaker Akira
Kurosawa managed to turn in an exuberantly violent comedy that satirized the
American western, the Samurai ethic, the
Cold War mentality, and perhaps even the
nature of society. Toshiro Mifune stars as a
Samurai bodyguard who, out of contempt
formede r n
(1860's)
values,
orchestrates the
self-destruction
of an entiretown.
It is at
once a
great
tonguein-cheek
action
flick and a meditation on the nature of
conflict itself.
March 5
Echoes of Conflict
Israeli film is only recently emerging as
an international force, and this series of
three short films demonstrates that its sensibiity is inseparable from the conflict to
which Israel has always been subject. Each
of these is, in its own way, about the tension
between Arabs and Israelis, and each speaks
with the exuberance of a voice only recently discovered.
March 12
Simmabaddha (Company Limited)
Satyajit Ray is widely regarded as India's
greatest director, if not India's only great
director. This film depicts the cultural tension endemic to a country as polyglot and
inclusive as India. A Calcutta executive,
eager to enter the world of ambition and
business, discovers he has forgotten his
simple country past when his family pays a
visit.

Aguirre: the Wrath of God

Werner Herzog was among the fllmmakers who revitalized German flimmaking
after its long postwar slump. Perhaps less
avant-garde than his compatriots Rainier
Werner Fassbinder or Wim Wenders,
Herzog nonetheless charged his films with
offbeat, often staggering imagery.
No film exemplifies this better than
Aguirre: the Wrath of God, a chronicle of a
mad Spanish Conquistador, Don Lope de

March 26
The Beat Generation
The Beat movement was perhaps the most
evanescent of America's literary movements, ifonly because it involved the reordering of the lives of those involved as
much as it involved the literature. Allen
Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, William S.
Burroughs and their ilk seemed prophets of
a new, rapturous lifestyle that encouraged

Sound Trail

Januaiy

open experimentation and continual appreciation of life. This, of course, set them at
odds with 50's culture but also previsaged
the turbulence of the Sixties. This documentary provides an account of these writers and their various fates, as told by the
writers themselves.

30, 1992

account depicts youth attempting to live
amidstits violence anddecay. The violence
is expressed both in the kinetic action and
the punk music of the score. Six of the

April 2
Malcolm

Few figuL h -uffici:ii ca il c ul tarc. 01 Ctfthinly the Civil Rights movement have ei
gendered as much controversy as Malcolm
X. Recent dispute over Spike Lee's fic
tional biography X has raised questions
about ownership of Malcolm X's legacy
and thrown the whole question of civil
rights into sharp relief. This documentary
provides a chance to go to the source and
study X through his own words and actions.
April 9
Stroszek

This, another Herzog film, is drawn on a
much smaller scale than Aguirre but takes
a look at culture that is every bit as incisive.
A ragtag assemblage of Berliners set off to
find their dreams in paradisial Wisconsin.
Do you think they find it, or just a lot of
cheese?
April 16
The Pawnbroker
Sidney Lumet directed this somber, affecting account of a Jewish Holocaust sur vivor who finds his tortured psyche mirrored in the chaos of New York City. Rod
Steiger's performanceeamed him an Academy Award, andjustifiably so; he portrays,
with deadly accuracy, the experience of
feeling battered by a world overloaded with
wills and cultures.
April 23
Rodrigo D No Future

Medellin, Columbia is, thanks to the supremacy ofdrug cartels, the murder capital
of the world, and this barely fictionalized

The Wild Child

actors have, since the completion of this
film, been murdered—this film isn't kidding.
April 30
The Wild Child
This film is probably uncharacteristic of
the work ofFrench great François Truffaut,
since it lacks the vertiginous exuberance of
his earlier films. But there is a soberness
and logic to Truffaut's direction that suits
the subject in an oddly appropriate way.
Based on a true story, the film concerns the
attempt of a doctor (played by Truffaut
himsell) to civilize a young boy raised in
the wild among wolves. This is afitting film
to close the series, since itconcems the very
idea ofculture itself—and the primary conflict between humanity and nature.
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Advancement opportunities,
open management style,
generous compensation...
How's that for a great environment?

ON

~M
C]

Providing an ideal work environment has been SAFECO's policy since its
inception in 1923. As part of this philosophy, we offer ongoing professional training which can lead to great promotion possibilities. We also
take an open management stance, giving you the chance to talk to all
kinds of top people. In addition, we offer the competitive salaries and
excellent benefits that you'd expect from an industry leader.
SAFECO has a proven record as one of the leading diversified financial
corporations in America. With opportunities in insurance, information
systems, applied math, and finance, our portfolio is vast . . giving you
tremendous magnitude.
.

If you are interested in a position as an entry-level Programmer Analyst or
Programmer Intern, SAFECO representatives will be on campus for an

0

Information Session
Tuesday, February 4, 3:00pm
library, Room 18
For more information regarding SAFECO, please contact your Center for
Career Services. We are an equal opportunity employer committed to
hiring a diverse workforce.
Finding a better way in financial services

W SAFECO
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More music on campus-this time for
high schoolers.
The campus will be invaded by 10th, 11th,
and 12th graders this Sunday, all carrying
violins, violas, cellos, and double basses.
They get to spend the day with faculty members as well as play music. Ifyou'dlike more
information, or simply like to stare at them,
call 756-3555.

OF EVENTS
I*

13

Here within our ivy-covered (and
slightly mouldering) walls

Your chance for fame and fortune.
The Hearst Writing Prizes are here again!
Seven prizes of$ 175 each are awarded in the
following areas: humanities (two prizes),
natural sciences and mathematics (two
prizes), social science (twoprizes),and freshman writing (one prize). Your paper may be
submitted to the Writing Center until February 4. Winners will be announced at the
Honors Convocation (but not by Ed
McMahon).

Jacobsen Series is here again!
Tre Voce Trio will play at the Jacobsen
Recital Hall, January 31st at 8 pm. The
Trio includes Marjorie Kransberg-Talvi
on violin, Richard Aaron on cello, and
Duane Hulberton piano. Tickets are $6 for
the general public, and $4 for students.
Dance to your heart's content.

I.
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The Crazy 8's will be in the Great Hall
this Saturday, February 1 at 9pm. Pleasure
is promised; you'll sweat off the tip of
your nose.

In Tacky Town itself.

Tacoma Actors Guild, our own professional theatre group, is opening its newest
show, Orphans. It is the unconventional
story of two unconventional brothers, and
the odd dealings they have with Harold, the
businessman. "Orphans, while serious in
intent, contains many darkly humorous moments." The show runs until February 16;
tickets range in price from $15.00 to $20.00.
TAG is warning that the show contains
strong language.

g

PROGRAMS

<91GHT.SO1JNDM0T1ON.1DEAS.ENTERTAiNMENT

Popular Entertainment presents

4

.

THE CRAZY 8s

In the Big City way up north

Saturday, Feb. 1, 9 p.m.
Student Union Building
$5 w/ASB card

There's a Foreigner up at SPU
The School of Fine and Performing Arts
are presenting the fmal weekend of The
Foreigner this Friday and Saturday night.
"This lighthearted farce focuses on a group
ofsomewhat devious characters who relate
to a stranger they assume speaks no English." Tickets are $5 for students; for more
information, call 281-2959.

Always a campus favorite, the Crazy 8's
return to UPS with its special blend of
rockin' ska-hopping rhythms. Remember
the crowds the last time around at the
Fieldhouse show? Since this one's in the
Great Hall, get your advance tickets
early from the SUB Information Center!

Cap'n Cyril speaks a Samoyedic Lithuanian
dialect of Guarani, with classical Arabian
inflections
A&
~~~ I

ASUPS Lectures, Black Student Union
& the Athletic Department present
L__411t_k

V
-

I Dean bison

Feb. 3, 8 p.m.,
SUB Rotunda,
Free Admission

--

' Dean Tolson, 69" NBA forward for the

1 Seattle SuperSonics and former Arkansas

tJBy Cap'n Cyril

Razorback basketball star, provides a
moving account of his transition as an
undereducated but heavily recruited
(someone even took his SAT for him)
product of college athletics with a 1.43
GPA, through his 14-year struggle to
overcome illiteracy, to attaining his
ultimate personal triumph of a college
degree with a GPA of 3.7.

•.jlA

Eponymous proconsul
Across:
4: i:a
A
1. Dutch painter
3 pencil lead
7.Captain_
8. Eve's husband
11. debatable
13. mythical naval temptress
15.move
..ii
16. throw, hurl
18.verifiable
join, unite, append
negative response
23. a nursery school pasttime
overdose (abbv.)
utter, discuss
swamp
redundant
I
31.labium
A,.
ruddy
frozen water
Kate of the bayou
l
fault, speck
39. Indonesian island
lyric poem
accumulate
fibrous roughage
General Agreement on Tarriffs and
Trade
German for "spirit of the age"
for
'ssake
49.
like
big seashell
•

I.

.

college Bowl
Practice matches
start Feb. 6,
Tournament
beginsFeb.11
Intramural tournaments pit residence
halls, fraternities, sororities, clubs,
organizations, and any group of friends
against each other in "The Varsity Sport
of the Mind," the quiz game of instant
recall and trivia knowledge. Contact
Jeremy Gulley at x3367 to sign up for
the competition.

-

4

,

A

KIA

Down:
accountant from Chaucer's time
mother
brand of car
underground part of a seedy plant
body
snake sound
Edgar Rice Burrough's favorite ape
man
a social insect
slender instrument for making holes
in cloth
Romanized Athena
before, till
crous
French
17. believing oneself tobe the only existing being
19. putrefy
uno
relating to the intellect
Oliver Stone's Lee Harvey Oswald
claims he's a

UPS Cultural Events presents

'- S

ft'tahIahini and the
fahoteIIa Queens
Tues.., Feb. 4, SUB, $5 for
UPS faculty and students
Since Paul Simon's ground-breaking
Graceland tour, this group's high-energy
shows have become a sensation with
audiences exploding into gyrating
frenzies. (Note: fees for their Seattle
show the next evening are $15.50 and
$17.50 plus convenience charges.)
Showcase presents

Stuttering
didn't stop
Winston Churchill
Umberto
chthonic
itch
surrounded by South Africa
39.sack
bewilder, perplex
tardy
44. unexpected source of joy
48. antonym of is not

Laura Love
Thurs., Feb. 6,
11:45a.m.,
Free

:
S

S

5 M'•

..

Laura is destined to stand sIiou1kr to
shoulder with vocal talents Laura Nyro,
Joni Mitchell, Koko Taylor and others
who have served as her inspiration.
AND ... IFYOUWANTTOBEMOREThAN A
SPECTATOR, ALL STUDENTS ARE
WELCOME TO JOIN ASUPS PROGRAMS
COMMIITEES. COME BY SUB 204, OR
CONTACT ASUPS!

S
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Study abroad in Dijon and London
brings independence and confidence
By Victoria Gillam
Staff

Writer

For students seeking to broaden their horizons our university offers a variety of
intercultural study abroad programs. Study
abroad is designed to further understanding
of a foreign society by immersing students
in its culture. The programs sponsored or
approved by UPS have been selected to
promote the same liberal education a student would receive on campus.
Programs are available inJapan Germany,
and the Pacific Rim for one year. However,
semester experiences are also accessible in
Dijon, France; London, England; Watford,
England, Oviedo, Spain and Taichung,
Taiwan. In addition, students may also
choose a two week trip to Nicaragua.
"The biggest thing about study abroad is
that we want to make sure that the standards
overseas reflect our standards here so that
you get a great experience," said Jannie
Meisberger, director of UPS International
Programs.
The philosophy of the program centers on
the idea that a semester or year in a foreign
culture can be part of the ongoing curriculum here; it should enhance students' knowledge and broaden their world perspective.
Meisberger said that students ranging from
well-traveled to simply internationally curious have show interest in the study abroad
programs. Some students have gone on
exchanges during high school, some are
from international backgrounds, some are
working toward their major, and some simply go for the experience.
Meisberger strongly believes in overseas
study for the diversity of experience it will
bring to the students. "You need to study
how the economics and trade of other countries will impact your decisions," she cornmented.
However, the real focus of the international programs is the student's individual

experience: two seniors, Tavish MacLean
and Meagan Coffey, both were willing to
share how study abroad affected them.
MacLean, a senior foreign languagefintemational affairs major, embarked upon
his experience in Dijon the spring semester
of his junior year. He flew alone from the
stages to Paris and spent four days there
before continuing to Dijon, a provincial
city southwest of Paris. Map in hand, he
conquered the European subway system
and managed to find his way around without too much difficulty. Upon arriving in
Dijon, he was placed with a family, with
whom he would be living for the next four
and a half months. Soon after, he took his
placement examinations at the University
ofBurgundy to determine the level at which
he would be taught. There are five levels of
learning: fundamental, elementary,premier
(1st), deuxieme (2nd), and troisieme (3rd).
He was placed in the deuxieme level and
took classed in translation, philosophy, history, and gastronomy, in addition to courses
in written and oral expression, style and
grammar: MacLean commented that although it seemed like a heavy work load,
classes were often casual and he "felt really
prepared because of the education and Ianguage level [he] was at while at UPS."
MacLean studied with other international
students with whom he took vanous excursions. He went skiing in Jura, Switzerland,
took a three day tour of the Loire Valley and
its chateaux and several additional trips
throughout France and other European
countries. Since the cost of living was a
little more expensive, MacLean learned to
budget his money and figure things Out for
himself.
"Everything is an accomplishment,
whether it's buying stamps, going to the
store, or asking for directions," he said.
Through his stay MacLean felt he gained
independence, confidence and certainly a

special insight into his major.
Meagan Coffey, a senior theatre major,
travelled to London the spring semester of
her junior year as well. With four other
students from UPS Coffey set out for England. Originally from Spokane, a city of
200,000, she was shocked at the size of
London and its approximately 8 million
inhabitants. The London program she
participated in is affiliated with the
Independent Liberal Arts colleges
Abroad (ILACA). A consortium
of sv.private universities make
up ILACA, which offers students the chance to study overseas during their university
education.
Afterarriving in London,
Coffey found the Tube, or
subway, and made her way
to her host family's home.
ThACA provides a pass
for the Tube for all of its
zone, which Coffey
claims was a great help.
ShesummeduptheBritish sentiment toward
Americans by saying, "As
long as your are polite, you
won'thave any problem with
people being mde." She tried
very hard during the semester
to break any negative stereotypes existing about Americans.
Coffey took courses in the London
Stage, Shakespeare and Brittian Today.
The latter was a politics class, which gave
here a new perspective on the culture. As
her classes were only four days a week, she
was able to participate in three-day-weekend excursions, during which she travelled
extensively. Coffey had no trouble adjusting to her new surroundings commenting
that it was, "challenging but not overwhelm,

'
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Latin American exp 5
By Jenny Apple
News Assistant

in Central America. Top (left to right): Don Share, Barry Goldstein, Mart Frechen
Christine Colling, Korby Parneil, Linda Martinez, Ross Singleton, Dia Cirrillo Bill
Zuccareno and Kerry Crockett. Bottom: Helen Hutchison, Vicky Schiabach, Heather
Downing, Claudia Harner, MarkDix and Tory Richards.

Study Abroad i
see the

Thirteen students, united by a common
interest in Latin American studies, traveled
to Nicaragua over winter break as part of
the Latin American Study Tour.
The program, which began three years
ago, was created and is coordinated by
Associate Professor of Politics and GovernmentDon Share. It has two components:
a ten-day trip, from January 10 to January
19, to Nicaragua, and then the weekly Latin
American Study Tour class (P&G 370)
taught by Share in the spring. The students
must ultimately either write a paper about
the experience or make a public presentation on campus or in the community.
Students wishing topaiticipate in the study
tour mustapply formally through the Office
of International Programs. A prerequisite
for the trip is the Latin American Political
Systems
322)tauht in the
DY hUH anare. in auuiuon 1.0 iiart
other faculty members accompanied the
students, including Juli Evans from th e
School ofOccupational Therapy, Barry

minoring in Spanish.
While all the students had been wellprepared for their experience in Nicaragua
through theircourse work, somesights were
nevertheless especially disturbing or unexpected. Shocking to some were the living
conditions they wituessed Linda Martinez,
a politics and government major, was surprised at the numbers of children that wandered the streets and how what was considered an upper middle class residential area
was merely made up of concrete buildings
with iron bars. The group spent a considerable part of its time in the capital city of
Managua, acity ofa millionpeople that was
almost completely destroyed by a 1972
earthquake and is now comprised mainly of
shantytowns. Despite its large size, Mark
Dix observed, "You never feel like you're
in a city larger than Puyallup."
Students were also surprised at the openness of the Nicaraguan people. "I was
amazed by how congenial the people were
•.. how willing they were to accept people
from th e United States," commented Matt
Ferchen, a politics and government major
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ingly difficult because the language barrier was
not there."
"The best learning you can do in a foreign
country is experiencing the culture," she added.
At the end of her stay, she was able to travel to
Belgium and Holland. In the ILACA program, her group went to the theatre every
week and took two over-night trips.
Coffey learned the importance of
managing herfinancesand handling
new situations. With the perspective of a this semester behind her,
Coffey advises prospective tray\
ellers, "I would highly recom\
mend study abroad to anyone
because you just can't get the
same experience here. It's
one thing to read about it in
a book, but another thing
altogether to live it."
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Pac Rim
program seeks
new director

pMh

By Rachelle McCarty
Staff Writer
The Pacific Rim Program,which
began eighteen years ago, is more
than a study abroad program. It is
an undertaking of enormous magnitude: the Pac-Rim program involves about 35 students who
spend a full nine months abroad
after taking four pre-requisite
courses and a preparatory seminar. Students have already been
provisionally selected for the
1993-94 program, and presently
the selection process for a new
Director of the program is underway.
From the students' perspective,
the Pac-Rim program is a year of
hands-on learning in the area of
Asian Studies. Four prerequisite
classes from the areas of History,
Religion, Comparative Sociology,
and Politics and Government are
requiredtobeacceptedintheprogram, plus additional reading and
individual projects on Asian life
and thought.
When selected, the Director will
be committed to three years of
work on the program. The first
year is spent in preparing the itinerary of the study and teaching
classes at the University. The second year involves actually travelling with the sttidents for the nine
month duration of the foreign
study. The third year the Director
returns to teach and host visiting
scholars from abroad.

IN

The program had 60 to 70 applicants inresponse to twoads placed
in professional journals. Through
a selection process that considered academic background, teaching and administrative experience,
and travel experience three finalists were chosen.
These three fmalists were atUPS
giving presentations and meeting
the President, the Deans, the Asian
Studies department, and the old
and new students involved in the
program on January 24, 27 and

30. The final selection will be
made in mid-February by the
Search Committee with input from
the University community.
Jean Wetzel, chair of the Search
Committee, has thus far been very
encouraged by the quality of the
candidates for the position of Director. To her, the positive response represents the prestige and
recognition that this program has
acquired.

rience enlightens and disturbs students
10

I.
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noted Cirillo. "You don't see Americans
doing that."
The Nicaraguan tour centers on interviews with key figures in the development
of the country. For example, students met
with the mayor of Managua, who is a possiblepresidential candidate, Sandinista cornmanders, farmers in an agricultural cooperative, and business leaders. To prepare
for the interviews, the students were given
extensive reading assignments each day. In
the process of meeting people they saw
much of the country, from the rnountainous, coffee-growing region near Matagalpa
to the tropical rainforests of the Solentiname
Islands in Lake Nicaragua where they observed monkeys andparrots roaming free in
the wild.
Dix was struck, in particular, by the "incredible diversity of a tropical rainforest,"
noting that 70 species of plants could be
found growing on a given tree. However,
Nicaragua is plagued by much environmental destruction as well, particularly extensive deforestation, some of which is attributable to the cattle industry while some
dates back to the conquests of the Spaniards. Despiteall the otherproblems that the
Nicaraguan people face, however, Dix noticed a high degree ofenvironmental activism. "They're putting the environment first
to begin with," he said.
The ten days in Nicaragua enlightened the
group about the country's history, as well.
"Things are much more highly complex
then anyone was led tobeieve," commented
Ferchen. Speaking of the fighting between
the Sandimstas and the Contras, he explained, "We were led to believe that one
side was necessarily good and one was bad

... [Both sides] admitted that they were
misguided to think it was so black and
white."
Students also returned with a realization
that what had occurred was actually a civil
war of "brothers fighting brothers," as Dix
put it. "Nobody here has experienced something as drastic as a civil war," commented
Martinez. "The revolution has ... become a
part of their life."
One of the most impressionable parts of
the trip was an interview with a small

survive." Commented Martinez, "I walked
away from that interview feeling really,
really positive."
Another memorable interview was a dinnerand evening thegroupspent with Miguel
D'Escoto, the former foreign relations mmister ofNicaragua. "He told us a lot of inside
stuff about U.S. foreign policy," recalled
Don Share. Martinez remembered him as a
"brilliant, powerful speaker."
The extensive background they cultivated
throughout their course work on Latin

farmer participating in the Campesino y
Campesino Project, a grassroots effort to
eliminate the use ofpesticides and fertilizers from agricultural practices. Instead of
chemical pesticides, the farmer used a mixture of chile powder, onion, garlic, and
water to protect his crop. "These people,
regardless of family they've lost and their
incredibly low standard ofliving have such
a strong environmental conscience because
their land, their small piece of land, is all
they have," observed Dix. "They're not
looking for profit ... They just want to

America and the firsthand experience they
acquired in Nicaragua havereinforced these
students' understanding of the problems
faced in developing countries and helped
them overcome any misconceptions about
such areas.
"North Americans tend to think that the
people in developing countries are helpless
and ... they need aid ofeducated first world
countries in order to solve their problems,"
noted Dix. "Ifyou look at the bottom ... and
see what's being done, it's really rejuvenat-

ing to see people taking charge oftheir lives
and their situation and doing all they can to
improve it," he added.
Knowing that the country has such determined people is reassuring to Ferchen, but
he noted, "The situation, though, is pretty
grim. Another war could break out at any
moment." He believes that the country really needs and would appreciate people
who are educated about economics or business.
Cirillo believes that the rest of the world
must learn to take into consideration developing countries. "We're ... going to have to
educate ourselves on their language, their
cultures, their industries, because we are
not going to be a superpower for much
longer," commented Cirillo.
Students praised the organization and high
interest level of the program. "We were
doing something exciting practically every
moment," said Cirillo.
Said Don Share ofthe study tour, "It's the
perfect teaching setting ... You don't really
have to do anything to motivate [the students]. They really end up teaching themselves." He plans to lead the tour again next
year, perhaps to Guatemala, and hopes
someday to include some South American
countries.
"The experiential level of going someplace and really interacting with the people
there, seeing how their lives are affected by
all this politicaijargon that we use so glibly
in the classroom brings it down to a much
more powerful level that you really can't
achieve unless you travel," said Dix.
Martinez slimmed up, "It's a really great
way to learn."
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Loggers almost get close, but no cigar
IBy Bruno Zalubil
Contributing Editor
Wallace Pool had never seen such exciting relays before Saturday, when the Loggers hosted the Simon Fraser Clansmen.
However, the home team came out one
point short of a win, 103-102.
In the 400-meter medley relay the Logger
men set the school record, only to place
second behind Simon Fraser, which set the
pool record at 3:57.67.
Then, in the last event of the day - the
400-freestyle relay - Logger coach Don
Duncan made some changes to take both
first and second.
"We've never had two freestyle relays
this fast at this school," said Duncan, who
has been head coach at Puget Sound for 35
years. "It's going to be tough to pick the top
four (for the team that will compete at the
NAJA national tournament at Canton, Ohio
in March)."
The Loggers swam in the Clan wake for
most of the meet until the 400 freestyle
relay. By moving Ian Lee from the first
relay team to the anchor of the second team,
Duncan increased his chances of placing
first and second. But, it was too late.
"Sometimes if you split your relay up,
there's a chance to take one-two," said

$

Sophomore breaststroker Rich Butler plows through the water on his way to breaking his own school record against UBC last weekend.

Duncan. "By that time, we had already lost
the meet, but we thought we'd try it any-

Vw

British Columbia, the Logger men lost 130way."
75, but Butler broke the meet and his own
As it ended up, the Loggers did take the
top two places, but the Clan took third and
poolrecordwitha200breasttimeof2:20.36.
Lee also set a
the two ponts that
meet recoro
comes with it to win
against UBC
the meet by one.
with a2:10.41 in
The UPS indi"We've never had
the 200 individual winners were
vidual medley.
Ace Blair in the 800
two freestyle relays
Puget Sound
freestyle and Mark
hopes to do well
Hendrickson in the
this fast at this
in Nationals this
50 free.
school."
year. Last year
Rich Bulter set a
Simon Fraser
meet record in the
finished ahead of
the U() hresitctrnkp.
the Loggers in
with a time of
the National meet held in Federal Way,
2:21.77.
Washington at the Aquatic Center.
On Friday night, against the University of

Puget Sound swimmers cheer Rich Butler on his way to breaking school record.

Smoking-hot Puget Sound
cnoxies Mm )n 1-raser
1

1
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IJBy Bruno Zalubil

Contributing Editor
When Simon Fraser University, the defending NAIA national champions in
women's swimming, visits Wallace pool,
the home ofthe team that finished second at
the national meet last Maith, you've got to
know that it is going to be a big deal.
" It was abig meet," said Chris Myhre, the
UPS women's swim team coach. "Last
year they beat us by five points at their pool
and then they beat us by nine points at
Nationals."
But last Saturday, the tides were turned
considerably, as the Logger women defeated the Clan, 122-83, in the final home
meet of the season.
"This was something that we really
wanted," said Myhre. 'We had a strong
team desire to reverse last year's results."
Against the Clan, the Loggers were able
to win six of the 11 events.
Ronda Blair set a meet record in the 200meter individual medley with time of
2:11.19 and also took first in the 200 breaststroke. Other women winners include:
Melissa Loun (200 butterfly, with a time of
2:11.19), Amy Miller (800 freestyle,
9:27.56) and Jen Kuhn (200 backstroke,

2:25.1 1).
Because of the magnitude of the meet,
Myhre reduced the daily workouts.
"We took a couple of days off and just
rested up a bit," said Myhre. We weren't
tapering."
Loun, Blair, SharieJuckeland and Ian Lee
from the men's swim team, were
aknowledged before their fmal home swim
meet for their careers at Puget Sound.
The night before, the women lost to an
upper division school, the University of
British Columbia, 106-98, in a meet that
came down the wire.
Of the three events that the Loggers won,
Blair took two first places in the 50 free
with a time of :27.85 and in the 400 butterfly with a 4:36.24. Loun took the third
victory in the 200 fly.
As for this year's nationals, Myhre believes that Simon Fraser and the Loggers
will again be at the top, but he won't make
any predictions.
"We have a very good shot at winning the
meet," said ¶4'hre. "You can't go into a
meet like that very confident."
Druary College will be the third major
competitor at the meet, to be held at
Canton,Ohio from March 11 to March 14.

Taught '

Masterinstructor

5m•DegreeBIackBel
Sur949 Hong

uPs STUDENT SPECIAL
564-5420
6509 6th Avenue, Suite B
Tacoma, WA 98406
(Corner of 6th and Mildred)
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You can get a lot more out of lifew
set your sig
her. Which
is what applying
for the American Express
Card is all about. When you get the
Card, it's easier to do the things you want
to do. And with the student savings that
come along with it, you can do even more.
Fly roundtrip on Continental
for less than $100 each way.
Student Cardmembers receive four travel
certificates. They can be used to fly anywhere Continental Airlines flies in the
48 contiguous United States. Two for the
school year, and two for the summery

Q

a

g on where you fly, each
the Card will say a lot about you. For one
sLhool year travel certifi- thing it says you have a handle on what you
cate is good for spend, so you dont have to carry over a bal$129 or $189 round- ance. It also says you're smart enough not to
a nd each summer travel
pay interest charges that can really add up.
certificate is good for $149 or
So take a few minutes
Airfare examples
now to call (have
$199 roundtrip.
based on destination.
your bank address
YourSchool
Savings that pg
urade
Roundtrip,
Year F*re
and
account number
your lifestyle.
NewYork-t.sAngeles
$189
ready),
and apply
Bstono
$129
As a student Cardmember you
SanFrancisco-Denver
$129
for the American
get more than great travel sayExpress Card.
ings. You also save money on everything
With all that the Card offers you, not
from clothing to long distance phone calls. even the sky is the limit.
All for a $55 annual fee.
THE CARD.
Obviously, savings like these say a lot
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS® CARD.
about the value of the Card. And having

4'

Get going, call t-800-967-AMEX.
S

S

Ifyoure already a Cardmember, there's no need to call.
School year is considered Sept. 1-June 14, summer June 15-Aug. 31. Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates.
Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance
© 1992 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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Athlete of the Week

Logger Line

Senior swimmers smoke Clansmen
EBy Gary Brooks

Thur. Jan.30 Men's Basketball at Seattle University Away

7:00 p.m.

Fri. Jan.31. Swimming at Pacific Lutheran University Away
p.m.
Sat. Feb. 1
Sat. Feb 1
Tue. Feb. 4

7:00

Men's Basketball at Western Washington University
Away 7:00 p.m.
Tacoma Athletic Commission Golden Gloves Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball at Central Washington University
Away 7:30 p.m.

Tue. Feb. 4 Women's Basketball vs. Central Washington HOME
7:00 p.m.
Thur. Feb. 6 Men's Basketball vs. Simon Fraser HOME
Fri. Feb. 7

7:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball vs. Lewis & Clark State HOME
7:00 p.m.

Skill, not bronze
spark boxing purists
EJBy Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor
Back in the days of Jack Johnson and
Jess Willard, boxers used to slug it out in
the burning sunlight for endless rounds
until someone wentdown, giving the other
the victory. Born was the spirit of boxing,
sometimes looked upon as stupid, male
ego types beating the living shit out of
each other, but other times viewed as the
skillful sport it is.
Boxing has come full circle since those
brawling days of Jack Dempsey, Sonny
Liston, and the original "Gmat White
Hope" Jim Jefferies. Those boxers, while
paid very well during their era, never
came close to making as much as the men
'ho step in the arena today.
The skills of today's boxers vary in a
wide variety; boxers expertise range from
the technical ability of a Julio Cesear
Chavez, the quickness ofa Meldrick Taybr, orthe punching power of Mike Tyson.
Further, it is no longer the sport of youth,
as a resurging, middle aged George Foreman has proved.
Nor is boxing just a blood bath. It is an
accomplished skill that takes intelligence,
wit, and courage. And it is a lost form of
artthatonly few athletes upholdin today's
boxing ranks. Boxing is a beautiful sport
to watch when performed by two talented
individuals.
Probably the best example of a boxer
that could generate excitement, inside the
ring and out, was Muhammed Au. The
former three time heavyweight champion,
who just a couple weeks ago turned 50,
operated like a magician, with hands so
quick he mesmerized his opponents into a
hypnotic state. The champ was even better outside the ring, where at press conferences he spoke more eloquent and impassioned than the best of today's politicians.
But, Mi, a man who once towered above
us, has been lowered down to earth by
parkinsonism, a chronic condition of the
nervous system. The sickness foites him
to walk slowly and speak haltingly, but
those who have talked with him say he is
as intellectually vibrant as ever.
Ali's condition leaves a question in the
public's eye: Why do we need this bar-

baric sport?
Doctor's and other critics of boxing
argue that boxers take too much punishment, leavingretired, middle aged boxers
resembling old men in decline. Retired
boxers often move slowly, and have
trouble pronouncing words. They tend to
forget things and their hands shake.
"When aboxergets hit, thereaction is to
turn his head to the other side," said Dr.
Hamilton Moses, a neurologist at John
Hopkins Hospital. "This produces a rotational injury, damaging certain nerve cells
in the brain's mid section that are responsible for making movement fluid, easy
and natural."
This condition often makes an ex-fighter
with a sharp mind appear stupid simply
because he can't express himself.
"All this," Moses said, "is the rationale
why the neurological community has
taken the strong position that boxing
should be outlawed."
However disheartening the effects of
boxing are, there are still some positive
things that come out of the sport. It provides a way for youth to settle disputes a gmwing number of which are turning to
38 calibers and AK 47's to settle their
conflicts with others inside their community.
And secondly, it provides a way for
minorities and other people in the
underclass of society to rise up the economic ladder and make a change in their
life. Why shut another window for these
people to escape the situation they are in?
"What I suffered physically was worth
what I've accomplished in life," Mi said
at a news conference to discuss his health
in 1984. "A man who is not courageous
enough to take risks will never accomplish anything in life."
This Saturday, February 1 at 7:00 p.m.,
in the Memorial Fieldhousc, the Tacoma
Athletic Commission will sponsor its
annual Golden Gloves boxing tournament, showcasing the best amateur boxing has to offer in the Northwest. If you
have some free time on your hands, take
a stroll over there and see for yourself
what boxing is all about.

Staff Reporter
Because of their veteran leadership and
talentin thepool, ShrarieJuckeland,Rhonth
Blair, and MelissaLoun have been selected
"Athletes of the Week." Although this senior trio has been excelling all year, they are
being recognized for their outstanding performance in thePugetSoundwomen's swim
team's impressive upset of defending National Champion Clansmen of Simon Fraser
University.
With Juckeland, Blair, and Loun leading
the way, the Logger women resoundingly
defeated Simon Fraser 122-83 at Wallace

"We definitely
have a shot at the
national title, especially after we
beat Simon
Fraser."
Pool. The Loggers, who won six of the
eleven events were paced by Rhonda Blair's
first place fmishes in the 200 Individual
Medley -brealdng the meet record at 2:24.85
- and the 200 meter breaststroke. Melissa
Loun pitched in a strong flrstplace fmish in
the 200 meter butterfly and SharieJuckeland
was a key contributor to the 400 meter
freestyle relay team, which also set a meet
record.
The defeat of favored Simon Fraser has
been called "one of the biggest dual meet
wins in the history of Puget Sound swimming." Because of the Clans reputation and
high ranking, Juckeland stated that she was

4
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I
surprised the Logger women were able to
win so easily.
All three ofthese veteran swimmers have
qualified for the NAIA National Championships and are hoping to improve even
moreover thenextmonth and a half, so they
can bring more trophies back to Tacoma.
According to Juckeland, 'We definitely
have a shot at the national title, especially
after we beat Simon Fraser who was supposedly the best"
After months of dedicated training, these
Logger women will attempt to fine tune the
skills they already have in order to put on an
impressive show at nationals in Canton,
Ohio.
In one of the last dual meets of the year,
Puget Sound will take on cross town rival
PLU at 7:00 pm. Friday in Parkland.

Gamma fPfi eta
Congratulates its 1992
Sprtng P(et1ge Cfass
Molly Abraham
Amy Anderson
Erin Anderson
Hatilie Anderson
Angie Bagg
Maureen Boyd
Talli Coker
Emily Day
Laura Dissmeyer
Sarah Evans
Megan Garnsey
Kim Goodman
Karin Hegner
Teri Hilger
Krista Hunt
Julie Hunter
Moira freland

Meghan Kell
Kendra Lenzi
Jackie Liao
Jocelyn Miller
Elena Moon
Molly Murphy
Julie Ness
Kimmelin Parks
Kim Petrie
Shannon Riess
Hoa Sierra
Katie Sisson
Alison Spencer
Erica Stevens
Maryke Stroeve
Stacey Yamamoto
Bree Young
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Warriors puff, blow
Loggers house down

I'

LjTrail News Staff

58-55 lead on a dunk by Marco Beat. But

The Loggers home winning streak was
stopped last Friday by visiting Lewis and
Clark state, who outlasted Puget Sound 7770. The Logger have now lost six of their
last eight games. The victory moved the
Warriors to 3-1 in District 1 play, 13-6
overall while Puget Sound dropped to 1-2
in league, 10-7 overall.
The Warriors from Lewiston, Idaho
jumpedoutto a25-14 first half lead before
the Loggers , led by Jon Mitchell who had
18 of his game high 27 points in the first
half, trimmed the deficit to three at the half.

the Warriors came right back, tying the
game at 60 apiece on a three point play by
AndresSantamaria. Beal fouled Santamaria
on the play. The Warriors then took the
lead and never relinquished it.
Lewis and Clark State, who shot 57 %
from the field for the game, 64% in the first
half, were paced by Mike Manns 24 points.
John Hines added 23 and Santamaria
pitched in 16.
Matt Droege led the Loggers with 15
points and seven rebounds. The Loggers
will play Seattle University tonight at 7:00

Tn th 'zprnnii h1f thn. T 1w1Y'r cvrhhM

nm in Seattle

I

t'uget ounas Marco heal converts a steal into an easy lay-in against Lewis ana Clark.

Men's NAIA District 1
Standings

Women's NAIA
District 1 Standings
Logger guard, Courtenay Watson plays tough defense against Simon Fraser.

St. Martin's College
Simon Fraser
Western Washington
Lewis Clark State
Central Washington
PUGET SOUND
Seattle University
Sheldon Jackson

4-0
3-1
4-2
3-2
4-3
1-2

2-5
1-8

15-5
13-6
13-8
13-7
13-10
10-7
8-12
2-17

Simon Fraser
Seattle University
Western Washington
St. Martin's College
Lewis & Clark State
Central Washington
PUGET SOUND
Sheldon Jackson

7-0
6-0

5-3
44
4-5
4-5
1-6
0-9

20-1
16-1
12-9
16-6
12-6
8-9
5-15
3-14

Late rally helps
Loggers inhale Saints
Jf'rail News Staff

THIS COULD BE YOURSI
I.

I.

The Trail is currently seeking a circulation
manager who will be in charge of delivering
the paper's layout sheets to our printer on
Wendesday evening and then distributing
the issues on campus Thursday afternoon.
Pay includes a $50 a month stipend
plus a $.275 per mile reimbursement
for transportation between campus
and the printer.

S

If you are interested, or would like more
information, please call The Trail at 756-3278.

The Puget Sound women's baskethall
team snapped a six game losing streak,
outlasting St. Martins 61-57 Tuesday
evening at the Memorial Fieldhouse.
The Logger (6-15, 2-6 in District 1) took
a 30-27 lead into the locker room at halftime, with an attacking full court defense
baffling the visiting Saints (16-7,4-5). Puget
Sound caused 19 St. Martins turnovers.
But thekey to the game was shooting. The
Loggers shot49% for the contest, their best
outing ofthe year, compared to St. Martin's
34%.
Junior post Keely Running led Puget
Sound led the Loggers with 15 points. Senior wing Kelli Mapes also had an impressive outing, chipping in 12 points, along
with 8 rebounds and 4 assists. Mapes shot
4-6 from the field and 4-5 from the line.
Point guard Sarah Heytvelt added 10 points
and five assists.

FOR SALE. . . Used Pentax K1000 35mm
camera with 50mm f2 lens, auto exposure.
Excellent condition. $ 135.00 or best offer.
Call Bill Marchese x 3102 or 593-1697.

Sound coach Beth Bricker. "She was outstanding on defense and shot well from the
fiekL"
The Loggers face Central Washington

"Hopefully we
can shake
things up in our
league."
next Tuesday, 7:00 p.m. at the Memorial
Fieldhouse.
"We have to keep playing strong," Bricker
said. "Hopefully we can shake things up in

FUNDRAISER. . . We're looking for a top
fraternity, sorority, or student orgtthization
that would like to earn $500 - $1500 for a
one week on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hard working. Call
JoAnn at (800) 592-21211 ext 115.
NO GIMMICKS EXTRA INCOME NO WI
ENVELOPE S1UFFING - $600 . $
Free Detak SASEIO
ksrnadoniI, Inc.
P.O. B4
O6I$ . 9dando FL32e6B
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Staff Editorial
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Though it was the most publicized event
problems cannot be solved by exempting
on George Bush's trip to Japan, throwing
ourselves from the reality of global compeup was not the most ridiculous thing he did
tition. "Buy America First" won't satisfy
there. Instead, he proved that his grasp on
consumers or provide for healthy Amerithe economic relations between the U.S.
can markets.
and Japan is pitifully selfish as he tried to
Overall, the picture Bush presented the
guilt the Japanese into narJapanese was embarrassrowing their trade surplus
tag. He was asking for more
with us.
than he would be willing to
"Buy America
In reality, the Japanese
give. He stepped over the
First' won't satisfy
trade surplus with the
bounds of good taste with
United States increased
consumers or
his demands that the Japaonly 1% this year and since
nesebe more accommodatprovide for healthy
1987 has narrowedby 14%.
ing to us and then he had the
American markets."
In reality, it's not Japan's
gall to travel to Australia
fnilt that American is in the
.,,,i t.
uJp.. i.;
midst of a recession.
tionist policies. Such a
Bush's attitude toward the Japanese was
double standard surely can't be respected.
so juvenile it was tantamount to a fourBush's attitude might even be laughable if
year-old whining "But I want it!" about a
we weren't from the same country.
toy he'd been refused. But Bush's whine
ran more along the lines of, "Buy American
products because we want you to and because it will make us feel better (jout pout
pout)." It's surprising the Japanese didn't
Canny, not-to-be-fooled readers
throw up.
may have noticed that the Trail is
The mature outlook, that Bush may somenot only larger! but whiter! as
day realize, is that Americans must deal
well. The former is in support of
with their economic problems on their own.
the patriarchy and the latter is to
In many this sparks a flame of isolationism
indicate our solidarity withArches
in retribution, for the prejudice against
(see below).
American goods the Japanese supposedly
exhibit. However, the country's economic
a.IIi

1
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Accessible, affordable, and a good'value???
IBy J.J. Coiquhoun
Contributing Editor

A Puget Sound education is accessible, affordable, and a good value. I have printed proof.
The front page headline in the December 1991 issue ofArches (published by our Office
of Public Relations) stands as the evidence. Yet, why is it that reading this headline to
friends and schoolmates prompted not only outright chuckles but low whistles of derision
as well?
Prospective students, alumni, and parents hear this message every year variously
rephrased in the glossy pages of Arches and sometimes even in the pages of Money
magazine or the folds of U.S. News and World Report. Perhaps the more often this
subliminal message is pounded into our brains the greater the likelihood we will actually
start believing it. Lest we find these platitudes fed to us palatable, let us examine this
headline's three part claim in detail and the data upon which it is founded.
Accessible? Victoria Williams and her beaming parents seem to think so. They are
minorities and multicultural. They are surrounded by ivy and the red bricks of higher
education. There must be money out there because her father is a retired electrician. And
Steven Thomdill says "talented high school students who are serious aboutmeeting college
costs through scholarships can sometimes secure an amazing amount of aid."
So, if one works hard, like Williams, one can gain access to a Puget Sound education.
Unfortunately, one need only look at the scholarship board in Jones to realize that
financial assistance is often so exclusive that only select individuals planning particular
vocations, hailing from certain geographical regions, or possessing particular physical
traits and backgrounds can qualify.
When examined in this light, the accessibility of a Puget Sound education is little more
than a highly suggestive printed claim bolstered by a strongly charged visual rhetoric.
Williams, like the few other minority students on this campus, can expect to be photographed for publicity shots at least once in their careers here at Puget Sound. Solely for their
skin they become marketing tools or poster children for the Offices of Public Relations,
Admission, and Financial Aid and Scholarships.
Sadly, all the claims of the accessibility of a UPS education are based on the story of one
student and her father who, admittedly, do make for a good picture.
Affordable? The fact that "70% of Puget Sound students received some sort of fmancial
assistance" instead of demonstrating how affordable a Puget Sound education is, serves
only to document that 70% of the student body fmds it unaffordable. The reason students
receive record amounts of fmancial aid every year should not be a cause for celebration;
instead, it highlights the observation that Puget Sound students, in record numbers, find it
increasingly difficult to finance their education.
Never mind that students headed to college are often "discouraged by ominous news
accounts about rising tuition and withering federal assistance." In the article, Richard
Rosser quickly adds that "when headlines only talk about high-priced colleges and
universities, they do a disservice to such colleges as Puget Sound." And being the
respectable President of the National Association oflndependentColleges and Universities
sitting at his desk in Washington D.C., he would know.
Never mind that Richard Rosser wasn't faced with steady increases in tuition, room and
board costs from $ 12,500 in 1988-89 to $ 16,670 in 1991-92. Never mind thatArches will
continue to make no reference to the UPS tuition increases planned for the years to come.
Instead they would much rather point to the vague trends in tuition increases nationwide.
Never mind that Financial Aid Minister Steven "Thorndill added that one relatively weak
area of Puget Sound's otherwise robust financial aid program are funds available from
scholarship accounts." So if we admit that scholarships are lacking, what other sources of
aid exist? Scarce federal and state grants, and loans, to be repaid, with interest.
Does not Arches put forth a contradictory message by alternately claiming that "there's
plenty of money out there" but we need more alumni to step forward with donations? (After
all, we have already athnuñ our scholarship accounts are not as "robust" as we would

like.) Give us money and we'll give you Arches. Only in this way can we keep our
endowment high and our tuition costs competitively low. This, in turn, will keep our
priorities straight: our brilliant faculty consistently on the cutting edge and our brilliant
green lawns consistently edged.
So, for those students who find themselves headed to this institution and worried about
"rising tuition" and "withering fmancial assistance", there really is no cause for alarm.
We're different than the rest of the nation; even if our college costs are increasing just like
everywhere else.
A good value? A"Gallup poll of college graduates found a more startling statistic: 56
percent believe that a college education was worth more than its price." This poll reflects
the nation's general satisfaction with their education here at Puget Sound in particular.
And it also proves that one can indeed be assured of a good job upon graduation, if one
chooses one of "the four majors with the highest earning power", that is, physics, physical
therapy, Asian studies, or computer science according to page A-10.
But, even if you do not happen to choose one of those four majors, rest assured that
"studies show that people with a college education earn an average of $36,434." By
comparison, high school graduates "earn an average of$26,045." Again, this poll reflects
the nation's average earning power after their particular education here at Puget Sound.
Hey, and at about $65 a day, "a student pays less to attend Puget Sound than to stay one
night at the nearby Sheraton Hotel." This, ofcourse, costs $85 per day. So it's a bargain.
But we can go further. Ifone considers that the average student has about two classes each
day, this amounts to about 30$ per class hour, roughly the price ofan average concert ticket.
Of course, not many students, or parents for that matter, find themselves able to afford the
cost of entry to two concerts each day. Even fewer still could afford to live at the Tacoma
Sheraton for nine months out of the year. But never mind, it's still a good comparison.
If we accept the fact that "the average debt at graduation among students who must borrow
money is about $3,000 per year in school", why don't wejust admit that one can expect to
be $ 12,000 in debt for four years of schooling instead of trying to break things down into
smaller sums? And assuming that Puget Sound's loan default rate is indeed "a shade over
1 percent and is among the lowest in the nation", why does it necessarily follow that overall
student satisfaction with Puget Sound is high? Or that UPS graduates are therefore "good
role models for their families"?
One receives an even more accurate picture regarding the value of a UPS education by
turning to the photo poll on page A-2 of Arches. The question reads: "Do you feel the
education you get at Puget Sound is worth the cost?" The student responses? 1) They teach
you how to think, 2) it's 50/50 either way, 3) small class sizes ensure that you're a name and
not a number, and 4) a rise in tuition will make it harder on the students. Never mind that
of these four students (who have, as student #1 claims, been taught "to think") only student
#2 directly addresses the question without resorting to phrases from the UPS Viewbook.
The quotations found in the December 1991 issue ofArches serve to perpetuate the myth
that somehow Puget Sound is an affordable and idyllic pool of educational security, while
the rest ofthe educational world is not only over-priced, butactually crumbling down about
our ears. And thatPuget Sound somehow (albeit miraculously) bucks the dismaying trends
which so readily plague the rest of our higher educational system. Given these gross
misrepresentations, one might begin to wonder if the actual quality and integrity of an
institution of higher learning varies inversely with the size of its PR budget.
Admittedly, in probing this rhetoric, The Trail paints not nearly as rosy a picture as that
of the hallowedArches. Perhaps this has something to do with the fact that we cannot afford
to fully colorize our front and back pages. Or then again, maybe this has something to do
with our differing political agendas. Yes, it is true that our circulation is not nearly as
extensive asArches. Besides, if you were in charge ofthe Office ofPublic Relations would
you really want all ofthe gift-giving alumni and everyone's tuition-paying parents reading
a copy of this week's Traifl Probably not.
That's why we're sending them a copy of the new Puget Sound Magazine instead.
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How do you feel about the conspiracy theories surrounding JFK's assassination?

Jason McGibbon and Andy Aweida:
There is no doubt in our minds that there
was a definite conspiracy involved in the
assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
We feel that the lone gunman theory is
incredibly difficult to believe, and in fact,
contend that numerous parties were involved, including our very own government.

Jim Wright: Considering the movement at
the time to a more liberal,just, and uncorrupt
United States, primarily led by JFK's emotion-filled oratory, it is quite possible that
people put in between a rock and a hard
place would feel the only way to relieve
social and political pressure would be to
have the President assassinated.

Colin Robinson: I don't think it really
matters,because we'll neverreally know the
truth. Even if they "uncover" the truth we'll
never know the truth.

Glenn Young: I don't doubt that our
"covert government" was probably involved. Still, I think Stone's theories were
overdone and manipulated for dramatic
intent. The film was very disturbing—not
just because of the theories Stone presents,
but because it exploits memories not just
of our nation but of a family with a past
already filled with tragedy.

practiced our group-emotion-processing skills when we all voted to slap him anund a little.
Finally therain stopped and webreathed a sigh ofrelief. Then we experienced a 600-milean-hour wind storm while were on "Solos". A solo is when the UPS counselors say, "I think
we're in for a 600 mile an hour wind storm, let's split up and attempt to build shelters with
rope and humorous pieces ofplastic called 'tarps." I managed to huddle in a crevasse and
watch the contents of my backpack flutter festively through the foothills.
Again they tried to reassure me (the first time camper) that, "This sort of thing never
happens around here, ha ha, let me help you fmd your underwear."
When the weather returned to normal I realized that "normal, desert weather," meant that
30spfsunblock would almostprevent layers ofmy skin from peeling off during the day and
that, during the night, it would actually snow in my tent.
By examining my dreams, I got in touch with the elements of civilization that I truly
missed. Every night I dreamt about driving my new car. Every night I dreamt about eating
in a restaurant. Every night I dreamt about arguing with close family members. My favorite
dream was on the last night when I dreamt about a drive-in restaurant where I argued with
my family about what to order.
I also climbed a huge, enormous, tall, unfriendly rock without peeing my pants in fear.
Quite an accomplishment. Of course, I also got a cactus spine in my butt. But the whole
experience helped me build scads of character, and I got to bond with a group of really
masochistic people. Winter break, astoundingly tasty and so good for you.

How to end a drought
lJason Zenobia Saffir
Staff Writer
I had never been camping before. I figured, "What the hell, how hard could it be?" I went
on this UPS-sponsored, desert backpacking trip because I erroneously associated the
concept of "desert," with "warm, sunny bliss." We were required to bring raingear which,
before my trip I referred teas "bureaucratically excessive" while I grudgingly stuffed it into
the shadowy reaches of my backpack. "Goddamn," Ireasoned, "do our foolish leaders (UPS
counselors) think that a six-year, Southern-California drought is going to break during the
two weeks that we'll be there!?"
Needless to say, the drought broke and the first few days of our trip were spent swaddled
in Gore-tex. Everyone attempted to explain to me (the first time camper) that, "This sort of
thing never happens around here, ha ha, let me help you wring out your underwear."
By about the third night I had really gotten into the swing of being wet. It would have been
the perfect evening if a certain person on dinner crew hadn't decided to diverge from the
planned recipe by putting rabbit poop into the curried rice. Of course, he didn't tell us about
this horizon-broadening, experimental, culinary creativity until after we had eaten. We
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Customer Support Technicians

Sheff Lfie.

When you think of high quality personal computing problems. These can range from the very basic to the
highly technical. In the course of your work you'll broaden
products with staying power, you think of Microsoft. We
your skills in a variety of software applications and prowrote the book on operating systems with MS-DOS.
Now, Microsoft Windows graphical environment ver- gramming languages. Most important, you'll help set new
standards of quality customer service for Microsoft's outsion 3.0 is fast becoming the interface of choice
standing software products.
throughout the world.
If you are about to graduate with a Bachelor's degree
Products like Microsoft Word, Excel and Works, to
in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering (with Comname a few, have stood the test of time ... and we're workputer Science emphasis), Math, Physics, Management
ing on revolutionary ideas right now that will become
Information Systems or a related discipline, are familiar
tomorrow's software classics.
with PC-based technology and are eager to learn a variety
Our best-selling products don't stay on the shelves for
of applications, languages and tools, we provide solid techvery long. They're the pride of our top-line team of softnical training to get you started. If you can listen to techniware professionals.
cal questions, solve complex problems, and effectively
As a Customer Support Technician, you'll welcome
communicate solutions, we want to talk with you at our
the chance to use both your communication and technical
On-campus Interviews.
skills to their fullest.
We are an equal opportunity employer and are workYou'll support Microsoft applications by answering
ing toward a more culturally diverse workplace.
telephone calls from end users, helping them troubleshoot
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